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Sustainability
QPR FC is not sustainable whilst the club remains at 
Loftus Road.

During the last twenty years the club has made a 
significant financial loss in every year but one. It 
entered administration in 2001, and was on the verge of 
administration again before being rescued in 2007. 

The ‘benefactor model’, where the club survives on the 
investment of wealthy owners, is not sustainable and 
does not provide the club any security over its long-
term future. This is even more acute under Financial Fair 
Play rules, which prohibit owner investment beyond a 
certain level.

The club’s priority is to become financially sustainable. 
There is a strong desire is to remain in the area where 
QPR have played since 1917 – the north of the London 
Borough of Hammersmith & Fulham – but the priority  
is sustainability.  

Loftus Road
QPR supporters love the club’s historic home at Loftus 
Road but it is too old and small to support a Championship 
clubi. It sits on a tiny 4.5 acre site, hemmed in by housing 
on all sides, with the third smallest capacity in the division. 
It is not designed for non-matchday use, meaning the 
club loses out on millions of pounds of potential revenue 
every year.

Largely constructed in the 1970s, the facilities are  
severely outdated, making the matchday experience 
uncomfortable and restricting QPR’s ability to attract new 
supporters. Access for disabled and elderly supporters is 
a particular challenge.

QPR Community Stadium
QPR’s aspiration is to play in a community stadium that 
could deliver amenities and services to the local community 
beyond its core operation, provide infrastructure for 
sports participation, community activities and local 
businesses, and is accessible to the community it serves 
throughout weekdays, evenings and weekends. The 
club wants a stadium that also acts as a community hub 
(LBHF Poverty and Worklessness Commission Report 
2017, Recommendation 1ii), strengthening QPR’s position 
as a club with the community at its heart, and supporting 
the local area in line with LBHF’s vision for the borough, 
including the six themes of the LBHF Community Sport 
and Physical Activity Strategy 2017-21iii.

A new community sports hub, with QPR as its anchor, 
could help achieve a number of objectives set out in 
Hammersmith & Fulham’s Local Plan (2018)iv, such 
as improving provision of sports facilities in order to 
improve health and to reduce child obesity levels (2.33), 
and co-location of services, recreation and community 
facilities to create community hubs in areas of high 
deprivation (9.2).

Stadium wishlist
QPR would like to play at a new 30,000 Community 
Stadium, the approximate average capacity for a 
Championship stadium. The club’s wishlist for the 
stadium is as follows:

• 30,000 capacity stadium that meets all EFL and 
Premier League requirements. 

• Capturing the intimacy and atmosphere of Loftus 
Road, with every seat close to the pitch and a steep 
rake.

• Compatible for safe standing, as and when regulations 
are changed. 

• Exceeding current or expected accessibility 
requirements for individuals with a disability and an 
ageing demographic.

• Acoustically designed to keep maximum noise inside 
the stadium, encouraging a good atmosphere. 

• Incorporating club’s history and heritage, including a 
QPR museum.

• Providing a home (office space and rooms to deliver 
programmes) for QPR in the Community Trust, the 
club’s charitable arm. 

• Designed for flexible use all year round, so the stadium 
is not left virtually empty 340 days of the year like 
Loftus Road. Allowing for corporate and community 
use, including education/training, health, leisure, fitness 
and social activities. 

• Demonstrating best practice in sustainable and 
environmentally focused design. Non-matchday 
facilities to promote use of Wormwood Scrubs for 
exercise and recreation, including an Ecology Centre, 
as proposed by LBHF Biodiversity Commission Report 
(2017)v.

• Fit for the 21st century. Technologically advanced, 
future-proofed for digital innovations.

• Ten per cent premium seating or hospitality, in line 
with Championship average. Flexible and innovative 
offer. 
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• Potential to link with local organisations like the 
Metropolitan Police, HMP Wormwood Scrubs  
(QPR’s partner prison under the ‘Twinning Project’), 
Imperial College Healthcare NHS Trust, Imperial 
College School of Public Health, and local schools,  
to promote exercise, healthy recreation and community 
development. 

• Infrastructure to boost sports participation in 
partnership with local clubs such as Thames Valley 
Harriers, PHC Hockey, London Sports (baseball), 
London GAA, Kensington Dragons FC, and others.

• Potential for affordable workspace, in line with LBHF’s 
Industrial Strategy ‘Economic Growth for Everyone’ 
(2017)vi, with a possible focus on the growing Sport 
Tech sector.

• Fully accessible for children with special educational 
needs and disabilities, working with local special 
schools like Jack Tizard to remove any barriers to 
inclusion and expand existing partnership with QPR in 
the Community Trust. Facilities co-produced with local 
Disabled People’s Organisations in line with LBHF aim 
to become most inclusive boroughvii.

QPR’s economic and social impact
QPR is an anchor institution in the north of Hammersmith 
& Fulham and makes a strategic contribution to the 
local economy as well as the local community. QPR’s 
economic impact is an estimated £39m a year, including 
the 300,000 visitors the club brings to the area each 
season, which could increase by £20m a year if the club 
moves to the Linford Christie Stadium (Hatch Renegeris, 
Nov 2018)viii. 

QPR also generates substantial social impact cost savings 
to the area, principally through its charitable arm, QPR in 
the Community Trust. The Trust employs forty full time 
staff, has a turnover of £1.5m, and delivers social impact 
cost savings of £15.86m a year (Hatch Regeneris, Nov 
2018).

Whilst the Trust would likely continue to operate some 
programmes in W12, and the club would stay connected 
to the area that was home for a hundred years, much 
of this social benefit would be lost if QPR was forced to 
move out of the borough. 

QPR’s future in Hammersmith & Fulham
QPR have been looking for a new home in Hammersmith 
& Fulham for nearly twenty years. As far as the club 
can see, the only viable option left in the borough is the 
Linford Christie Stadium site, which is why the club is so 
keen to be involved in a future redevelopment of the site. 

If Wormwood Scrubs Charitable Trust and London 
Borough of Hammersmith & Fulham Council choose a 
development option for the Linford Christie Stadium that 
does not include QPR and QPR in the Community Trust, 
the club and the Trust are both very unlikely to be based 
in the borough in the medium to long term.  

A hybrid option
QPR asks the Wormwood Scrubs Charitable Trust and 
Hammersmith & Fulham Council to opt for a hybrid 
option between 2 and 3, which protects and enhances 
community sport, with QPR and QPR in the Community 
Trust at the heart of a new community sports hub, 
including a 30,000 seater community stadium. 

QPR does not believe that a 45,000 seater entertainment 
complex is in the best interests of the club or the 
community. 45,000 would be too large for QPR’s 
purposes and there are question marks about whether 
such an arrangement is compatible with the need for 
primacy of use under football league regulations. 

A hybrid option that puts a professional football club 
with the community at its heart as the anchor of a new 
community sports hub to promote Wormwood Scrubs 
for exercise and recreation, and in doing so keeps QPR 
in W12 for another hundred years, is the option that the 
club believes should be pursued. 

The club’s preferred tenure option for any future stadium 
is freehold, but it is open to a leasehold arrangement if it 
is affordable and of sufficient length to provide security. 
The club could not participate in any arrangement that 
did not give it adequate security for the future.
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